
MULTIFUNCTION WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMS 2/4 output - 2 inputJOLLY

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE TECHNICAL FEATURES
POWER SUPPLY
POWER CONSUMPTION
NUMBER OF LOAD CELLS IN PARALLEL  
LOAD CELL SUPPLY 
INTERNAL DIVISIONS
DISPLAY RANGE
MEASURING RANGE
READING RESOLUTION
CONVERSION RATE
LOGICAL OUTPUTS
LOGICAL INPUTS
HUMIDITY (condensate free)
STORAGE TEMPERATURE
WORKING TEMPERATURE 

Weight indicators in DIN box (96 x 96 x 65 mm, drilling template 91x91mm) 
for panel mounting. IP64 front panel protection. Five-key keyboard. Decimal 
point: possible positions xxxx; xxx.x; xx.xx; x.xxx. Four-digit semialphanumeric 
display (20mm h), 7 segment LED.

Wall mounting version (IP64): dimensions 98 x 125 x 75 mm. 

THEORETICAL CALIBRATION is performed via the keyboard.

READING THE LOAD CELLS VALUE expressed in mV. 
CHECKING THE LOAD CELLS CONNECTION with safety function 
(drop-out relays).

CALIBRATION &

OPERATING MODES

SELECTABLE 

BY THE CUSTOMER

wall mounting version IP64

ONE FORMULA

 over 10000 divisions the weight will restart from zero and will blink to indicate that the above mentioned value has been surpassed

/ Six 
di  erent operating modes selectable: 1 SET; 2 SET; 1 LOAD; 2 LOAD; 1 UNLOAD, 2 UNLOAD

/ Four di  erent operating modes 
selectable: 4 SET; 2 LOAD; 3 LOAD, 4 LOAD

OPTIONS ON REQUEST:

- Power supply 12 VDC

- Power supply 24 VDC

- Wall mounting IP64 version 

- Wall mounting IP64 version with 1 button

- Wall mounting IP64 version with 2 buttons

Lorem ipsum
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MULTIFUNCTION WEIGHING AND BATCHING SYSTEMS 2/4 output - 2 input JOLLY
1 SET:
Set-point value (max 9999) and the weight oscillation  lter can be programmed 
from keyboard. For weight equal or greater than the programmed set, the 
relay is activated.

2 SET / 4 SET:
- The following values can be programmed from keyboard: set-points (max 

9999), hysteresis, weight oscillation  lter. For weight equal or greater than the 
programmed set-point values the instrument will open  the relevant relays. 
The contact changeover (for 4 SET: normally closed contacts) is performed 
for decreasing weights according to the set hysteresis values.

- By pressing DOSA key or closing the NET/GROSS input, the instrument 
will display zero to allow the operator to load di  erent quantities of product 
with sequential net weight; for displaying the gross weight press DOSA 
again or close the input for 3 seconds.

1 LOAD - 2 LOAD - 3 LOAD - 4 LOAD:
- The following values can be programmed from the keyboard: set, slow (if 

present), fall, max. weight, min weight, pause time, safe emptying time, 
autotare, oscillation  lter.

- Automatic fall calculation.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.

Batching: By closing the START contact or by pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor executes the autotare and starts the batching. When the SET 
value minus the SLOW value is reached the slow contact is opened (slow 
batching phase). When the SET value minus the FALL value is reached, the 
microprocessor will open the SET contact and after the waiting time you will 
pass to the next products, until cycle-end closing (if present). 
In case of a power supply black-out, the instrument does not start again the 
batching.

1 UNLOAD with two speed - 2 UNLOAD: 
- The following values can be programmed from the keyboard: set, slow (if 

present), fall, minimum weight,  lter, pause time.
- Automatic fall calculation.
- Pause of the batching by the keyboard.

Batching: By closing the START contact or by pressing the DOSA key the 
microprocessor executes the autotare and starts the batching. During batching 
the weight increase is displayed while the weight is extracted. When the SET 
value minus the SLOW value (if present) is reached the slow contact is opened 
(slow batching phase). When the SET value minus the FALL value is reached, 
the microprocessor will open the SET contact  and after the pause time the 
weight on the balance will be displayed again. In case of a power supply 
black-out, the instrument does not start again the batching.
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